Leg-wheel architectures for locomotion systems offer many advantages, not the least of which is reconfigurability of wheelaxle with respect to the chassis. Thus, locomotion systems with multiple leg-wheels now permit enormous reconfigurability of the chassis frame with respect to the ground frame. We seek to systematically exploit this ability to reconfigure within this highly-redundant system to enhance contact kinematics i.e., reducing the slippage and improving traction forces at wheelground interfaces. In addition, reconfiguration can also be used to mitigate undesirable system-level effects (such as judder) and lead to greatly improved estimation for navigation. In this paper, we examine a systematic analytical approach to the modeling, analysis and reconfiguration of articulated leg-wheel systems, to enhance both traction as well as stability-margin, while navigating over rough-terrains. The derivations will also be specialized to a particular example of an ultra-mobile actively-articulated vehicle to illustrate the developed procedure.
Introduction
Articulated Wheeled Vehicles (AWVs) are a class of wheeled vehicles where the terrain-contact wheels are attached to the chassis via an articulated-multibody chain. The resulting articulations allow the wheel-relocation with respect to chassis during locomotion, and provide the vehicle with significant reconfigurability and redundancy. Viewed from a traditional perspective, the intermediate-articulations are nothing more than the traditional suspension-mechanisms, commonly used in vehicledesigns. However, the use of alternate-architectures (such as serial-, parallel-or hybrid-blends) can unlock significant potential performance benefits. For instance, the articulatedsuspensions (with adequate workspace) can permit the vehicle to change the location of center of mass by adjusting the linkages/joints, so as to avoid the rollover when passing the uneven terrain [1, 2] .
Thus the AWV paradigm offers immense possibilities for enhanced locomotion-performance of autonomous mobile vehicles. Many such AWVs have found diverse applications in agriculture [3] , forestry, and mining industry to terrestrial and planetary explorations [4] . Hence, our long-term focus is on exploiting the resultant leg-wheeled systems to realize improved stability, obstacle-surmounting capability, and enhanced robustness over both traditional wheeled-and/or legged-systems in a range of uneven-terrain locomotion applications.
Traditionally, wheel velocities are governed by a set of noslip constraints, which permit rolling along the disk-plane without significant longitudinal-or lateral-slip at the wheel-ground contact. However, potentially, these velocity-level constraints can be violated (often in a stick-slip manner) which can result in deleterious system-level effects such as judder. Thus, the minimization of such wheel-slipping and skidding is very desirable and is achieved by adding intermediate articulations to serve as mechanical compliance and mitigate constraint-violations.
However, careful design and control of the articulated-legwheel system is needed to achieve kinematic-compatibility and proper coordination of the rolling/steering of the wheels in order to avoid wheel-slip. There is a clear need to quantitatively examine the role of topologies, dimensions, and configurations of wheels-articulation within the individual sub-chain (as well as the overall attachment of the sub-chains to the central chassis).
In addition to motion-compatibility, there is also a need to ensure dynamic-equilibration within the system. The systematic study of this process, with a special focus on reconfiguration to enhance primarily the traction conditions and secondarily the stability, drives our efforts. The principle of virtual work, together with longitudinal, lateral and turning slip contact conditions, is employed to derive analytic equilibrium-equations connecting the quasi-static contact forces, joint torques and the gravitational forces. The analytic formulation also enables us to systematically exploit the kinematic-and actuation-redundancy for reconfigurability of the system while enhancing the stability of the vehicle in rough terrain locomotion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, a comprehensive literature review on the AWVs is presented. In section 3, the kinematics modeling of articulated wheeled vehicle is explained. Afterwards, in the section 4, the effects of articulation joints rate and platform motion effects on the wheelterrain interaction are argued. Section 5 deals with the effects of articulation joints rate and slippage rate on the platform motion. Then, redundancy resolution and numerical simulation are presented in section 6 and 7, respectively. Finally, section 8 presents concluding remarks.
Literature
On one hand, actively articulated vehicles enhance the mobility of the robots to obtain better performance such as stability and traction, as demonstrated by Sample Return Rovers (SRR) [5] , Athlete [6] , Workpartner [7] , Hylos [8] and Azimut [9] . On the other hand, the increase in numbers of actuators, extra weight, and added control complexity of such actively articulated systems can pose challenges. Thus a careful introduction of the added articulations, systematic analysis and coordinated control of the redundant actuation is critical to realizing the benefits of AWVs.
A general approach to kinematic modeling and analysis of articulated rovers is presented in [10] . The derivation of equation is specialized for articulated Mars rover, Rocky7, to illustrate the developed methods. Similarly, in [8] the authors proposed a general modeling formulation for articulated wheeled vehicles. The geometric-approach to kinematics modeling of actively-articulated vehicles [11] is intuitive. In contrast, the matrix coordinate transformation algebra with extended DH parameters [12] offers a systematic approach to deriving the equationsof-motion of a Multi-Task Rover (MTR).
Nakajima [13] proposed a leg-wheel robot with active body leveling called RT-Mover for traveling over rough-terrains (and maintain the horizontal platform orientation even while bearing loads). Motion control of high mobility rover, Hylos [8] carried out based on the decoupling of the posture and trajectory parameters. Posture parameters have been also optimized to reach the greatest stability and traction performance. Iagnemma and Dubowsky [2] used the estimated value of wheel-terrain contact based on the EKF filter in quasi-static model, to enhance the rover tipover stability. The work reported in [14] employs a simple kinematics model and a state observer to estimate rover position/orientation velocities.
Contact stability optimization for high mobility wheeled legged vehicles was explored by Jarrault et al. [15] . Their optimization algorithm used kinematic redundancies to modify the position of center of mass of rover and distributing of contact forces, and the actuation redundancy to improve the frictional contacts. Nakamura et al [16] consider heuristic methods for varying rover center of mass to alter wheel driving forces and tip-over stability and aid in traversing rough terrain.
In our own past work, we developed a symbolic yet algorithmic approach to study locomotion-systems within an overall matrix Lie-Group/Lie-Algebra framework [17] [18] [19] . The analyticformulation permitted us to systematically examine the reconfiguration capabilities of a spatial Articulated Wheeled Vehicle to achieve internal shape regulation, and trajectory-following task. In this paper, we continue this symbolic twist-and wrench-based framework to systematically study the contact-force distribution and redundancy-resolution in an effort to reduce slip and enhance navigation for actively articulated vehicle is shown in Fig.1 
Kinematic Model Development
In this section, we develop a twist-based kinematic modeling for Articulated Wheeled Vehicle depicted in Fig.1 . The emphasis here is deriving the equation of motion of the vehicle components relative to a vehicle reference frame. We define reference frame {F} as the inertial frame and the frame {B} as the vehicle body frame which is attached to the body at center of mass. The translational velocities (ẋ b ,ẏ b ,ż b ) and angular velocities (φ x ,φ y ,φ z ) of the frame {B} could be easily studied in inertial frame with homogenous transformation between frames {F} and {B}. The coordinate frame {W i } is attached to the wheel axle and the last frame in the leg-wheel chain is the wheel-terrain contact frame {C i }. The z-axis ( n i ) of frame {C i } is normal to the terrain at the point of contact and the x-axis ( t i ) is tangent to the terrain at the point of contact. The t i is the projection of vector y W (unit axis of the wheel spinning motion) of frame {W i } on the contact plane.
We define the parameters vector for each leg-wheel starting from the body frame as
T is the vector of body parameters (including position and orientation of body frame) with respect to inertial frame, Θ = [β i κ i ] T is the vector of leg joint parameters where β i is the first link angle, κ i is the adjustable link stretch ratio and Ψ = [ψ i θ i ] T is the vector of wheel parameters where ψ i is wheel-steering angle, and θ i is the wheel-rolling angle. The transformation matrix relating the wheel-terrain contact frames {C i }, {i=1,2,3,4} to the fixed coordinate frame {F} is
where F A B is the homogeneous transformation matrix from fixed frame to the body frame which is function of U b , and B A W is transformation matrix from vehicle body frame to wheel-axle frame which is function of leg joints parameters (Θ i ) and wheel parameters (Ψ i ), and W A C i (δ i ) is axle-to-contact-frame transformation matrix which in only function of contact angle. Now, we can easily extract the position and orientation of the wheels at the wheel-terrain contact points from F A C i by comparing with conventional Roll-Pitch-Yaw (ZYX) representation. The rotation matrix F R C i from inertial frame {F} to the contact frame {C i } can be written as:
which c and s stand for trigonometric functions cosine and sine, respectively. Therefore,
Since wheeled vehicles are non-holonomic systems i.e., differential kinematics are not explicitly integrable, they can be established by using velocity relations between the articulated rigid bodies. These equations assume the permanent contact but not necessarily ideal rolling with the terrain i.e., the wheels could slip in longitudinal ( t i ) and lateral ( l i ) directions.
Velocity Analysis of Adjustable Four-bar Mechanism
The reconfigurability of this vehicle brings some complexity to its kinematics modeling. In this vehicle (unlike the other vehicles with rigid legs) the extension/retraction of the adjustable-leg modifies the geometry of each leg. The loop-closure equation of leg-wheel subsystem based on the adjustable four-bar mechanism shown in Fig.2 could be written as:
where z 4 and θ 4 are the length and angle of follower link, z 1 is ground link length, and z 3 and γ are the length and angle of coupler link. The parameters θ 4 ,γ can be solved as:
where k i {i = 1, 2, 3} and X 1 , Y 1 are defined as:
We can write the angular velocity of follower and coupler link i.e.,θ 4 ,γ in terms of angular velocity of crank link and stretch rate of adjustable link i.e.,β ,κ as follow:
Homogeneous Transformations
The homogenous transformations starting from the fixed frame to the contact frame are expressed in Table. 1. (Assume the x-axis of wheel axle frame {Wi} is parallel with x-axis of body frame). The positive directions of revolute/prismatic joints are shown in the Fig.3 .
. Leg-Wheel Subsystem Parameters.
TABLE 1. Homogeneous Transformations
The velocity of the contact frame respect to fixed frame expressed in {C} frame for AWV shown in Fig.3 can be obtained by,
One can easily express the twist of contact point respect to the fixed frame expressed in contact frame by using adjoint transformation as follows (refer [18] for more details)
where,
where C [r] B is skew symmetric matrix of the position vector from contact point {C i } to frame {B}. Individual joint twist vector expressed in its frame can be calculated from twist matrix as:
Therefore, Eq.9 can be written in this form for branch i as,
is twist assembled matrix.
Articulation and Platform Motion Effects on the Wheel-Terrain Interaction
The longitudinal velocity at the contact frame along the xaxis isẊ Ci = rθ i +Ṡ x whereθ i is the wheel-rolling rate andṠ x is longitudinal slippage. Similarly, there is lateral slippageṠ y in y direction and contact detachment velocityṠ z in z direction in wheel-terrain interaction. Rotational velocity components at the contact point including tilt-(around x-axis) and swing-(around y-axis) slippages are assumed to be zero due to mechanical design and physical constraints of the vehicle. The turn-slippageζ happens around z-axis.
Thus, the contact point velocity vector in Eq.12 can be written as
Now, we can remove columns of matrices associated with contact tilt and sway slippage in Eq.12 by using reduction matrix . The leg-wheel kinematics is used to determine the velocities at the contact points for the given body frame velocities. This information then can be used in control scheme for proper actuation to remove slippage in vehicle motion (see Fig.10 ). As we mentioned earlier, minimization of longitudinal and lateral slippage is usually desired and can be achieved by adding intermediate articulations, and in contact kinematics our objective is determining these values which are influenced by vehicle velocity. Thus, the choices for the topology, dimension and location of articulations affect the overall performance of the vehicle.
We rewrite the Eq.14 as:
S r B n,i β iκiψiδiθi T Now, with cascading all the transformations from contact frame to the vehicle body frame for all four leg-wheel yields,
whereε i = Ṡ xiṠyiṠziζi T ∈ R 4×1 column vector, H i = S r C Γ B i ∈ R 4×6 matrix, G i = S r B n,i ∈ R 4×5 matrix, B n,i = B i −r 0 0 0 0 0 T ∈ R 6×5 matrix, and joint vectorq i = β iκiψiδiθi T ∈ R 5×1 . Totally, theε ∈ R 16×1 column vector, H ∈ R 16×6 matrix, G ∈ R 16×20 andq ∈ R 20×1 column vector. For special case, if pure rolling and permanent contact condition to be true (no longitudinal-, lateral-and turning-slip), the constraint at contact point can be represented as,
where, S r = I 3×3 0 3×3 This wheel-terrain kinematics model forms the basis for kinematic control of AWV while avoiding the slippage. After assembling all leg-wheel chains, the contact kinematics model can be written as,
Kinetostatic Formulation in Wheel-Terrain
Interaction Now, we can extract the static model from Eq.17 and Eq.19 for general wheel-terrain interaction model. Here, we relate the contact forces act on the wheel at contact point to the torque exerted at joints and total wrenches to the platform (including weight of subparts and external forces and torques).
Let denote vector W (∈ R 6×1 ) as wrench vector that balances all the external forces applied to the system. Also we denote the f i = f i t f i l f i n τ i t τ i l τ i n T vector of contact forces for each wheel.
For obtaining the static equation, we use the principle of virtual power by assuming virtual velocities δu b , δq and δε. The total power developed by contact forces, wrench vector, and joint torques is,
where δε is equal to δ (Hu b + Gq), therefore,
which yields,
This system of equations yields, the structure is statically indeterminate, i.e., equilibrium equations are less than unknown component at contact forces. For resolution, authors in [20] assumed all longitudinal forces are in the same direction. Note that, in the case of ideal rolling i.e., Hu b = Gq, thus
Articulation and Slippage Effects on Platform Motion
Similar to wheel-terrain interaction formulation, we can determine the platform motion in terms of wheels slippage and joints rate. We combine all wheel-terrain interaction kinematics and articulated leg-wheel subsystem joints rate to determine the vehicle velocities. Thus, the transformation can be written as:
Assembling all transformations from wheel to vehicle body yieldsu
where
# and Q i = S r C Γ B # S r B n,i , and (#) denotes the pseudo-inverse of the matrix. This formulation helps to determine the contribution of each joint in articulated system, and wheel-terrain contact motion in the vehicle position and orientation. If we assume some quantities are measurable by sensors such as wheels-rolling angle (encoder), roll and pitch angles and rates (GPS [21] and accelerometer), therefore, we can separate measurable (known) and unknown quantities as
whereu b is partitioned to sensedu b,s (e.g.,φ x ,φ y ) and not sensedu b,ns quantities. Similarly, we separateq to sensedq s (e.g.,β ,κ,ψ,θ ) and not sensedq ns (e.g.,δ ) quantities. We assume all the slippage variables are not sensed. Rearranging, the sensed and not sensed quantities yields
or AẊ = BẎ which matrix E 1 and E 2 consists of columns of identity matrix I 6 corresponding to quantitiesu b,s andu b,ns .Q 1 consists of columns corresponds to theq s andq ns . Therefore, the unknown vector can be solved in least-square sense that minimize e = AẊ − BẎ . The solution for vectorẎ could be found by using scaling matrix W as follows,Ẏ
Redundancy Resolution and Posture Control
We have formed the kinematic equations of AWV in the previous parts. The purpose of this spatial articulated vehicle design is to enable the robot to change the arrangement of its legs while moving around on uneven terrain.
Thus there are two control tasks, the first one is path following in Cartesian space (X, Y, Z), and the second one is posture regulation for controlling the platforms Pitch, Roll and Yaw. The robot possesses both kinematic redundancy and actuation redundancy that needs to be resolved.
The task space variables are (x b , y b , z b ,φ x , φ y , φ z ), and controlled variable are (β 1 , κ 1 , ψ 1 , θ 1 ,β 2 , κ 2 , ψ 2 , θ 2 , β 3 , κ 3 , ψ 3 , θ 3 , β 4 , κ 4 , ψ 4 , θ 4 ). In this control scheme, we will use the pseudoinverse and potential function techniques to resolve redundancy. It is desirable to actuate wheels and steering rate (θ i , ψ i ), and articulated joints (β i , κ i ) to remove longitudinal, lateral and turning slips, therefore they must be specified asṠ x,i = 0,Ṡ y,i = 0,Ṡ z,i = 0,ζ i = 0 (see Fig. 10 ).
The basic control law is closed loop resolved motion rate control (RMRC). In RMRC, Jacobian matrix is used to map the desired velocity in task space to the velocity in joint space.
Note that U d b is desired velocity of base motion expressed in inertial frame, in order to use the inverse kinematic model we transform into body frame by a rotational matrix. We first find desired base motionU d b . Then, to resolve the kinematic redundancy; by considering Eq. (18) we use the following control scheme:q
where J = H # G and J # = J T (JJ T ) −1 is pseudo inverse of J and
and K p is positive definite matrix. The overall control scheme is shown in Fig.4 . The particular solution (first term in Eq.30) enables the AWV to achieve the primary task (path following by chassis). The homogeneous part (Second term in Eq.30) now serves to achieve the secondary task (regulation of leg configuration).
The parameter z is arbitrary vector that we will use to achieve the secondary task i.e., posture regulation and stability. Vector z is defined as the negative gradient of potential function as,
where K is a positive definite matrix, and the potential function V will be defined in the next subsection based on the stability criteria. This control method is a more general method that could be potentially used for other AWRs. As there are two control tasks and the path following part has the first priority, we could use pseudo inverse and potential function techniques to resolve redundancy. To obtain the chassis velocity expressed in inertial frame, we need a rotation matrix such thatU b = F R Bub . The final step is to integrate the Cartesian velocity to find the robot chassis position. We use
In the motion control (redundancy resolution), the commands to the wheel-steering, and wheel-rolling motors are determined based on the desired vehicle body motion along the specified trajectory while achieving stabilized configuration when the vehicle traverses on the rough terrain.
Articulated Suspension Stability Criteria
The high mobility vehicle, presented in Fig.5 , due to extra freedom in the system and using extra actuators in active suspension system, has indeterminacy, i.e., system has more unknowns than known quantities. Here, we take advantage of extra freedom to balance the vehicle configuration as the vehicle traverses the uneven terrain. We can use the articulated suspension control to improve the static tipover stability criteria. This static analysis is valid only for vehicles that have maximum speed in the range of several cm/s.
In this work, the stability measure of the vehicle is defined as [22] in terms of vehicle orientation and actuated joints. For vehicle presented in Fig.5 , it has four wheel-terrain contacts, and consequently four position vectors B [r] C, j from the body frame to wheel-terrain contact C i , which are numbered in ascending order in clockwise manner when viewed from top view. Each two consecutive position vector, create the plane P j . The unit vector (n j ) normal to plane P j can be calculated by,
The vehicle unit gravity vectorḡ can be calculated as
Now, consider the dot product between the unit vectorḡ and n j , i.e., When the unit gravity vectorḡ lies on the plane P j , the µ = 0 and the vehicle close to the verge of tipping over. On the other hand, when the vectorḡ normal to the plane P j , µ = 1, and the vehicle is in the most stable configuration. When µ < 0 a tipover instability occurs. The overall vehicle tip over measure µ is defined as minimum of stability criteria,
A balanced vehicle configuration is defined as one has the low tip over measure. Thus, we define the objective function as
where K 1 is the weighting factor.
Simulation Results
Here we discuss the results of redundancy resolution and balancing in different scenarios. It is assumed linear actuator and joint angles are initially set at their nominal values on flat surface i.e., κ i = 1, β i = 0, ψ i = 0 and desired roll and pitch are set to zero in all cases. In addition, since vehicle motion on rough terrain is relatively slow, the dynamics of actuators are not considered in this study.
While a vehicle is traversing on actual terrain, some quantities can be measured. For example, wheel-rolling rate, vehicle roll and pitch and some joint angles may be available by equipping the vehicle with an appropriate sensors such as accelerometer, GPS [21] or encoders. We developed an actual terrain topology in MATLAB, to easily extract the topology and altitude of the terrain Z ter at different (X C i ,Y C i ) positions of wheel-terrain contact. We assume all vehicle wheels are in contact with the terrain. While the vehicle has a wheel in contact with smooth terrain the altitude of the contact point (X C i ,Y C i ) on the terrain must be equal to Z component of wheel-contact location respect to the fixed frame.
The contact angle can be estimated by using EKF methods [5] , in this simulation we assume the contact angle can be determined for each wheel at contact point by calculating the slope of two successive contact points as follows
(38) To study the behavior of the vehicle while traversing the uneven terrain the, different cases are considered. The first case is a sloped terrain with a slope of 10 • as shown in Fig.6(a) . The vehicle starts at (X,Y,Z)=(-20,50,150)mm respect to the fixed frame and traverses on the straight line along the x axis for 40 seconds. The crank angle, steering angles and adjustable-crank variations in each leg-wheel subsystem are shown in Fig.6(b,c,d ), respectively. It is seen the front legs are lifted and adjustablecrank links slightly decreased respect to rear wheels in order to adopt itself to the sloped terrain; AWV leans backward to keep the AWV completely flat. Adjustable-crank is substantial while vehicle is passing large obstacles (see Fig.7 ). In addition to vehicle stability and posture control, from Fig.6(a) it is found that vehicle follows the desired trajectory on uneven terrain with designed closed loop control. In the motion control, each joint in leg-wheel subsystem is activated to conform the irregular terrain. The vehicle roll and pitch plotted in Fig.8 , show that the roll and pitch are kept close to zero during the motion control.
In the second case, one side of the vehicle moves on sloped ter- Fig.8(a) . Vehicle starts from (X,Y,Z)=(-20,50,150)mm and moves on the straight line along the x axis. Fig.8(b,c,d ) illustrate the platform roll and pitch, crank angle and adjustable-crank length, respectively. It is seen that crank angle at left side of AWV undergo changes from -12 • to 5 • , but linear actuator at the right side changes slightly. Furthermore, pitch and roll are almost zero.
Finally in the case 3, vehicle moves on bumpy terrain and crank angle in all four leg-wheels varies significantly. The crank angle changes is shown in Fig.9 . Simulation results show that the AWV is conforming to terrain to enhance the stability of the vehicle during locomotion.
In the motion control we tried to force the longitudinal, lateral and detachment slippage equal to zero, Fig.10 shows the magnitude of all kind of slippages in front-left wheel.
Conclusion
A systematic and general approach to the kinematic modeling, analysis and control of articulated leg-wheel mechanisms while navigating over rough-terrains was presented in this paper. The differential kinematic equations were derived for each indi- vidual leg-wheel subsystem in contact with terrain. Then, the resulting equations for each leg-wheel were cascaded to establish the compact form of contact kinematics, to determine the wheel-terrain contact velocities for given vehicle platform velocities. To investigate the navigation analysis, the equations of contact kinematics in inverse direction were also derived, and moreover, the effect of each wheel-terrain contact slippage on the full six-degree-of-freedom motion of the vehicle platform was determined. Finally, the motion control was formulated for vehicle crossing uneven-terrains to overcome the tipping over. The derivations were specialized to highly mobile actively-articulated vehicle, to illustrate the developed procedures.
